
WALL CLOCKS
Allé Brand

FIND YOUR PERFECT WALL CLOCK



Aluminum case with molded-in hanger 
Available in Standard and 24 Hour Face Designs
Sweep second hand 
AA battery movement 
Made in the USA 
Battery Booster Pack Option makes clocks maintenance-free for up to 5
years
Silent Sweep Option
Autoset Option

Our Aluminum Series battery clocks are ideal for schools, hospitals,
state/federal buildings and offices. Clocks are provided in round aluminum
cases with a polycarbonate crystal and bold, black numerals and minute
markers on a non-yellowing white dial. Stylish hour and minute hands are
aluminum with a black finish and a red sweep hand:

Aluminum Frame
Wall Clock Details

Standard Face Military Time 24 Hr Face

SPECIFICATIONS:

Operating voltage: 
1.5vdc 
Operating voltage range:  
1.2 to 1.7vdc
Current consumption:  
12" approx. 0.11mA; 
15" 130mA
Motor output frequency: 
1 Hz
Operating temp range:  
23˚F to 122˚F (-5°C to +50˚C)
Accuracy: 
Typical ±1 Sec/Day
Nominal torque @ 1.5vdc: 12"
@1.5vdc=0.4 g/cm; 15"
@1.35vdc=50 µNm 
Quartz frequency:
 32.768 kHz  



SKU# Face
Diameter

Outside
Diameter Description Batteries

Included

5486 12" 13.375" Aluminum Series battery clock use a quartz-based battery
movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5486B 12" 13.375" Aluminum Series battery clock use a quartz-based battery
movement which uses one AA alkaline battery (Included)  

5486AB 12" 13.375"

Aluminum Series autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

5486SB 12" 13.375"
Aluminum Series silent sweep wall clock delivers high-quality
quartz time precision and a continuous, silent sweep motion
that is less distracting than a traditional step quartz
movement.

 

5486BF 12" 13.375"
Aluminum Series battery clock with battery booster that holds
six AA batteries in parallel (included), which extends
maintenance-free clock operating to 5+ years.

 

5487AB 15" 16.25"

Aluminum Series autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

To order Military Time 24 Face please add -MT to the above SKU#. Example 5486 (Standard Face) 5486-MT (Military 24 Face)



Standard Face Military Time 24 Hr Face

BEZEL FINISHES:

Black Sand Steel Gray

SPECIFICATIONS:

Operating voltage: 
1.5vdc 
Operating voltage range: 
1.3 to 1.7vdc
Operating temp range:  
23˚F to 122˚F (-5°C to +50˚C)
Accuracy: 
Typical ±1 Sec/Day
Nominal torque @ 1.5vdc: 
2.0 g/cm @ second shaft
  

 
Durable steel case in black or gray 
Powder coat finish 
Convex scratch-resistant glass  
Sweep second hand
Made in the USA 
Autoset Option

Steel Series Clock bezels are constructed of durable, 21 gauge cold rolled steel,
manufactured to specific high quality standards, with a durable powder coat
finish in two colors. Glass crystal is highly resistant to scratches.The hour and
minute hands are black aluminum. Sweep second hand is red aluminum. 

Steel Frame
Wall Clock Details



SKU# Face
Diameter

Outside
Diameter Description Batteries

Included

5479BK 12" 13.25"

Steel Series clock bezel is constructed of durable, 21 gauge
cold rolled steel, manufactured to specific high quality
standards, with a durable powder coat finish in black sand
color. Glass crystal is highly resistant to scratches. The hour
and minute hands are black aluminum. Sweep second hand
is red aluminum. Uses one AA alkaline battery (Included)

 

5479BKAB 12" 13.25"

Steel Series Autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

5479GY 12" 13.25"

Steel Series clock bezel is constructed of durable, 21 gauge
cold rolled steel, manufactured to specific high quality
standards, with a durable powder coat finish in steel gray
color. Glass crystal is highly resistant to scratches. The hour
and minute hands are black aluminum. Sweep second hand
is red aluminum. Uses one AA alkaline battery (Included)

 

5479GYAB 12" 13.25"

Steel Series Autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

STEEL FRAME

To order Military Time 24 Face please add -MT to the above SKU#. Example 5479BK (Standard Face) 5479BK-MT (Military 24 Face)



Plastic Frame
Standard Face Wall Clock Details

BEZEL FINISHES: 

Shatter-resistant, polycarbonate crystal makes it easy to clean and keep
the dial and hands dust free
Battery quartz movement uses AA alkaline batteries
No hassle, easy to hang installation
Battery Booster Pack Option makes clocks maintenance-free for up to 5 years
Silent Sweep Option available
Autoset Option available - No signals or antennas required
Atomic Option available

Our Plastic Series standard face battery clocks are ideal for schools, hospitals,
and state and federal buildings. Clocks are provided in round, high impact
plastic cases with shatter-resistant safety crystal and bold, black numerals and
minute markers on a non-yellowing white dial. Stylish hour and minute hands
are aluminum with a black finish and a red sweep hand. Quartz clocks are
accurate, dependable, and affordable. Optional bezel colors available in black,
brown and white:

Black Brown

White

SPECIFICATIONS:

Operating voltage: 
1.5vdc 
Operating voltage range:  
1.2 to 1.7vdc
Current consumption:  
12" approx. 0.11mA; 
15" 130mA
Motor output frequency: 
1 Hz
Operating temp range: 
23˚F to 122˚F (-5°C to +50˚C)
Accuracy: 
Typical ±1 Sec/Day
Nominal torque @ 1.5vdc: 
12" @1.5vdc=0.4 g/cm; 
15" @1.35vdc=50 µNm 
Quartz frequency: 
32.768 kHz



SKU# Face
Diameter

Outside
Diameter Description Batteries

Included

5480 10" 10.375" Plastic Series battery clock use a quartz-based battery
movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5471 12" 13.25" Plastic Series battery clock use a quartz-based battery
movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5471B 12" 13.25" Plastic Series battery clock with battery use a quartz-based
battery movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5471AB 12" 13.25"

Plastic Series autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

5471BF 12" 13.25"
Plastic Series battery clock with battery booster that holds six
AA batteries in parallel (included), which extends
maintenance-free clock operating to 5+ years.

 

5471SB 12" 13.25"
Plastic Series silent sweep wall clock delivers high-quality
quartz time precision and a continuous, silent sweep motion
that is less distracting than a traditional step quartz
movement.

 

5490 12" 13.25"
Plastic Series Atomic Wall clock with Batter Booster  offers a
simple way to get synchronized time from a real atomic clock
synced by radio broadcast from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in Fort Collins, Colorado.

 

5474AB 15" 16"

Plastic Series autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

Standard Face



Plastic Frame
24 Hour Face Wall Clock Details

BEZEL FINISHES: 

Shatter-resistant, polycarbonate crystal makes it easy to clean and keep
the dial and hands dust free
Battery quartz movement uses AA alkaline batteries
No hassle, easy to hang installation
Battery Booster Pack Option makes clocks maintenance-free for up to 5
years
Silent Sweep Option available
Autoset Option available - No signals or antennas required
Atomic Option available

Our Plastic Series 24 hour face battery clocks are ideal for schools, hospitals,
and state and federal buildings. Clocks are provided in round, high impact
plastic cases with shatter-resistant safety crystal and bold, black numerals and
minute markers on a non-yellowing white dial. Stylish hour and minute hands
are aluminum with a black finish and a red sweep hand. Quartz clocks are
accurate, dependable, and affordable. Optional bezel colors available in black,
brown and white:

Black Brown

White

SPECIFICATIONS:

Operating voltage: 
1.5vdc 
Operating voltage range:  
1.2 to 1.7vdc
Current consumption:  
12" approx. 0.11mA; 
15" 130mA
Motor output frequency: 
1 Hz
Operating temp range:  
23˚F to 122˚F 
(-5°C to +50˚C)
Accuracy: 
Typical ±1 Sec/Day
Nominal torque @ 1.5vdc:
12" @1.5vdc=0.4 g/cm; 
15" @1.35vdc=50 µNm 
Quartz frequency: 
32.768 kHz



Military Time 24 HourFace

SKU# Face
Diameter

Outside 
Diameter Description Batteries

Included

5480-MT 10" 10.375" Plastic Series battery clock use a quartz-based battery
movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5476 12" 13.25" Plastic Series battery clock use a quartz-based battery
movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5476B 12" 13.25" Plastic Series battery clock with battery use a quartz-based
battery movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5476AB 12" 13.25"

Plastic Series autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

5476BF 12" 13.25"
Plastic Series battery clock with battery booster that holds six
AA batteries in parallel (included), which extends
maintenance-free clock operating to 5+ years.

 

5476SB 12" 13.25"
Plastic Series silent sweep wall clock delivers high-quality
quartz time precision and a continuous, silent sweep motion
that is less distracting than a traditional step quartz movement.

 

5490-MT 12" 13.25"
Plastic Series Atomic Wall clock with Batter Booster  offers a
simple way to get synchronized time from a real atomic clock
synced by radio broadcast from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in Fort Collins, Colorado.

 

5474AB-
MT

15" 16"

Plastic Series autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 



Shatter-resistant, polycarbonate crystal makes it easy to clean and keep the
dial and hands dust free
Battery quartz movement uses AA alkaline batteries
No hassle, easy to hang installation
Battery Booster Pack Option makes clocks maintenance-free for up to 5 years
Autoset Option available - No signals or antennas required

Our new nature inspired Moss Wall Clock brings the relaxing feeling of beautiful
green moss into your workspace. This eye-catching clock is made with a digital
image, so it requires no maintenance, humidity concerns or UV light restrictions
like real moss! Clocks are provided in round, high impact plastic cases with
shatter-resistant safety crystal and bold, black or white numerals and minute
markers on a unique moss face dial. Stylish hour and minute hands are
aluminum with a black or white finish and a red sweep hand. Quartz clocks are
accurate, dependable, and affordable. Optional bezel colors available in black,
brown and white:

Plastic Frame
Moss Clock Details

SPECIFICATIONS:

Operating voltage: 
1.5vdc 
Operating voltage range:  
1.2 to 1.7vdc
Current consumption:  
12" approx. 0.11mA; 
15" 130mA
Motor output frequency: 
1 Hz
Operating temp range:  
23˚F to 122˚F (-5°C to +50˚C)
Accuracy : 
Typical ±1 Sec/Day
Nominal torque @ 1.5vdc:
12" @1.5vdc=0.4 g/cm; 
15" @1.35vdc=50 µNm 
Quartz frequency: 
32.768 kHz

BEZEL FINISHES: 

Black Brown

White



SKU# Face
Diameter

Outside
Diameter Description Batteries

Included

5471M 12" 13.25" Moss Series battery clock with battery use a quartz-based
battery movement which uses one AA alkaline battery  

5471MBF 12" 13.25"
Moss Series battery clock with battery booster that holds six
AA batteries in parallel (included), which extends
maintenance-free clock operating to 5+ years. 

 

5471MAB 12" 13.25"

Moss Series autoset quartz battery clock features a clock
movement with a microchip that maintains the current date
and time. Automatic Daylight Saving Time (DST) adjustments
twice per year for convenience. No signals or antennas
required. 3 AA battery holder (Included) to extend
maintenance-free clock operating life up to 4 years.

 

Plastic Frame



Clock 
Accessories

Wire Clock Guard
Clock guards are the ideal solution for
protecting your clocks against accidental
damage and vandalism. Heavy-gauge steel
wire and polycarbonate keep clocks safe and
easily visible. 

Our high quality hanger is made for our
10, 12 and 15 inch molded clocks to keep
your Allé wall clocks secure. 

 Our clear guards are made from durable
polycarbonate to protect against damage
and vandalism while still providing clear
visibility and a seamless look. Available in
both round and square styles.

Wall Hanger

Acrylic Clock Guards



Metal Wastebaskets

100% Recyclable
Made in the USA 
Rustproof bottom
Use with or without a plastic liner bag 

Our Echo Series metal wastebaskets re
manufactured using heavy gauge aluminum
construction for use in demanding
commercial environments:

We offer a unique line of coat trees, coat
racks and hooks to organize the work and
collaboration space.  Ideal for multi-use
areas, private offices or wherever
organization and storage are needed.

From the modern office collaboration
space, to the personal desk area, Allé’s
desk and conference pads protect the
work surface while adding color and
defining space. Available in top grain
leather, bonded leather, began leather
and antimicrobial linoleum.

Coat Trees

Desk and Conference Pads

We believe in the power of design and its ability to influence and
elevate the quality  of a space. Allé Designs was created with the
concept to offer simple, beautiful and functional ancillary products.

INDOOR & OUTDOOR PLANTERS | WASTE & RECYCLE RECEPTACLES
 WASTEBASKETS | DESK & CONFERENCE PADS | CLOCKS
MONITOR ARMS | DESK AND TABLETOP ACCESSORIES 

More 
Accessories




